Visitors to Mesa Verde National Park can walk among the ruins of cliff dwellings that tell the story of the Pueblo people who lived in this arid landscape from about 600 to 1300. Designated as a national monument by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1906, the 52,485-acre park and World Heritage site boasts about 5,000 archaeological sites. Today, more than half a million people visit Mesa Verde annually, and 26 Native American tribes are associated with it. Despite several initiatives to protect the park, its infrastructure, buildings, and many of the largest cliff dwellings need nearly $57 million in deferred maintenance.

The park’s nearly $57 million maintenance backlog includes the Spruce Tree House, which is closed because of falling rocks.

Mesa Verde National Park
Colorado

Overview

Visitors to Mesa Verde National Park can walk among the ruins of cliff dwellings that tell the story of the Pueblo people who lived in this arid landscape from about 600 to 1300. Designated as a national monument by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1906, the 52,485-acre park and World Heritage site boasts about 5,000 archaeological sites. Today, more than half a million people visit Mesa Verde annually, and 26 Native American tribes are associated with it. Despite several initiatives to protect the park, its infrastructure, buildings, and many of the largest cliff dwellings need nearly $57 million in deferred maintenance.
**Maintenance challenges**

Visitors begin their journey into Mesa Verde on a 20-mile winding road into the mountains, with picturesque views of a canyon-dotted landscape from scenic overlooks. Unfortunately, this access road requires frequent repaving, and deferred repairs to it and other roads total $20 million. Large portions of the park are closed to the public, and even those not cordoned off often have limited access due to deferred maintenance. The Spruce Tree House cliff dwelling is the most visited site at Mesa Verde and the most easily accessible, but falling rocks from a sandstone overhang have kept the more than 700-year-old structure closed since October 2015.² The $6.4 million repair backlog for Mesa Verde’s archaeological sites also includes the 148-room Cliff Palace dwelling, which needs to be stabilized to prevent the ruins from slipping into the canyon.

Buildings throughout the park require maintenance, ranging from repairs to heating and air conditioning systems to upgrades to restroom facilities. Visitors traversing Mesa Verde find a trail network with rehabilitation needs totaling $3.8 million. The water they drink is sent through pipelines that originate in a mountain range 17 miles away—one of the longest water systems in the National Park System. Unfortunately, sections of the pipelines have degraded and need to be replaced, part of $6.4 million in upgrades for the entire system.

Mesa Verde National Park, in my backyard, has deferred projects valued at almost $57 million. It’s time to develop a plan to address this problem before it’s too late and these priceless treasures are lost for future generations.”

Karen Sheek, mayor, Cortez, Colorado

**Recommendations**

To address the deferred maintenance needs at Mesa Verde and other National Park Service (NPS) sites in Colorado and across the country, Congress should:

- Ensure that infrastructure initiatives include provisions to address park maintenance.
- Provide dedicated annual federal funding for national park repairs.
- Enact innovative policy reforms to ensure that deferred maintenance does not escalate.
- Provide more highway funding for NPS maintenance needs.
- Create more opportunities for public-private collaboration and donations to help restore park infrastructure.
### Mesa Verde National Park Facts 2016

| Table 1 |
|-----------------|-----------------|
| Visitor spending | $60.6 million |
| Jobs created by visitor spending | 883 |
| Economic output | $73.3 million |
| Labor income | $23.6 million |
| Visits | 583,527 |
| Deferred maintenance (fiscal year 2015) | $56.9 million |
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**Figure 1**

Mesa Verde National Park

Needs Millions of Dollars for Infrastructure Repairs

Key deferred maintenance

- **Road tunnels**: $3.2M
- **Paved roads**: $19.9M
- **Trails**: $3.8M
- **Maintained archaeological sites**: $6.4M
- **Water systems**: $6.4M
- **Buildings**: $8.6M

Note: This chart depicts the largest maintenance categories.

Source: Pew analysis of National Park Service data
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Endnotes


For further information, please visit:
pewtrusts.org/nationalparks